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Executive Summary
On Saturday, April 22, 2017, nearly 150 participants, speakers, volunteers, and observers assembled at
The Reef, the Downtown Los Angeles campus of Sotheby’s Institute of Art at Claremont Graduate
University, to spend the day exploring how data can be used to improve access to the arts for all ten
million residents of Los Angeles County. The Arts Access Datathon was co-hosted by the City of Los
Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs and the Los Angeles County Arts Commission, with major support
from Sotheby’s Institute of Art at Claremont Graduate University and Arts for LA.
The Arts Access Datathon brought together artists, arts administrators, educators, students, community
advocates, and researchers, as well as professionals in culture, museums, and urban planning to not
only learn about what datasets exist, but also to begin to manipulate, visualize, and interpret the data.
While some attendees possessed skills in working with data, this was not universally true. The structure
of the event and related resources had been designed with this in mind, in order to accommodate the
wide range of skills and knowledge expected.
Event organizers assembled participants into eleven groups that balanced knowledge and skill sets so
that each group would have at least one artist, an arts administrator, a data-savvy person, and a
technologist.
A series of presentations from subject matter experts and technologists oriented participants to the
datasets and tools. Groups were given opportunities after each set of talks to explore and select
resources that they wanted to use to address issues revolving around access to the arts in Los Angeles.
The groups spent three hours working on their individual projects collaboratively. Because of the limited
time and varied skill levels working with data, the intention was to present clear and insightful uses of
pre-existing data or to propose new projects based on critical engagement with the data. The panel of
judges represented a range of arts- and data-related expertise. To select the winners, the judges scored
projects based on 1) the likelihood they would improve access to the arts, 2) their use of data, 3)
feasibility, and 4) creativity and innovation.
Two groups tied for first place. Each designed prototypes of apps/services built on available data. One
prototype would make literary arts more widely available. The second would help public schools find
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skilled teaching artists in their area. The group that came in third place analyzed multiple datasets in an
effort to build a better model for understanding arts nonprofits in light of neighborhood change.
The goal of the Arts Access Datathon was to bring together a diverse group of stakeholders and
practitioners to explore how data could be used to improve access to the arts in Los Angeles. Survey
feedback reflected the exploratory design of the Arts Access Datathon. One participant noted that,
“learning about public datasets was something that [they] had no idea the public had access to,” while
another attendee declared their newfound familiarity with datasets would allow them to “leverage
existing data to be [a] better storyteller."
Participants also offered suggestions for improvement. In particular, several expressed a desire for a
more focused or pre-defined problem, as well as additional time for groups to flesh out their proposals.
One respondent suggested narrowing “the scope of the ambition, perhaps giving some suggested topics
to explore.”
What follows is a detailed report of what happened throughout the day at the Arts Access Datathon.
Also included is a toolkit outlining the planning process the Los Angeles County Arts Commission and the
City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs undertook, including several key decisions along the
way. Our hope is that the toolkit will be useful for organizations or individuals interested in holding a
datathon as a way to improve both the knowledge and use of data in their fields.
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Laura Guerrero-Nieto (left) and Brandon Turner (right) check in participants for the Arts Access Datathon at The Reef, April 22,
2017.

Introduction
On Saturday, April 22, 2017, nearly 150 participants, speakers, volunteers, and observers attended the
Arts Access Datathon hosted by Los Angeles County Arts Commission and the City of Los Angeles
Department of Cultural Affairs. The event took place at Sotheby’s Institute of Art at Claremont Graduate
University in the Reef Building. This report summarizes the proceedings of the event and is followed by a
toolkit for others who might be interested in organizing a datathon of their own.
The Arts Access Datathon brought together artists, arts administrators, educators, students, community
advocates, and researchers, as well as professionals in culture, museums, and urban planning to address
how to use data to improve access to the arts for all 10 million residents across LA County, including the
88 cities and unincorporated areas within it. The event sought to not only educate about what available
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datasets existed, but also how to access them and what tools were available to manipulate, visualize,
and handle data.
A datathon is similar to a hackathon, typically understood as a competition in which groups solve a
problem or build technological tools in a limited time period, usually over the course of a weekend or
several days. The final product of a hackathon is often a software application prototype judged by a
panel. Hackathon teams are interdisciplinary and possess software scripting ability to “hack” or develop
new apps. This datathon was different in that it presumed participants would have a wide range of
experience and engagement with data, from significant to none, and it did not assume the technical
ability to produce new tech tools or in-depth analysis. One goal of the Arts Access Datathon was to bring
together a diverse group of stakeholders and practitioners to engage with data as a way to explore the
potential for addressing issues of access to the arts in LA. Final projects for the datathon did not have to
be software applications, but could be proposals for projects, campaigns, reports, or policies based on
available data. Similar datathons have been organized for archivists and the environmental science
community.
A core goal of the Arts Access Datathon was to educate stakeholders about open data related to the arts
in Los Angeles - what exists, how to use it, and what tools and questions might be applied to the data.
While some attendees possessed skills in working with and manipulating data, this was not universally
true. The structure of the event and related resources did not assume expertise.
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Group 1 members (left to right): Patrick Varon, Nisa Karnsomport, Mark Seldis (back turned), Cynthia Luján, and Tahnee Cadrez.

Working Groups
In order to facilitate access to data and point towards useful tools to work with the data, the Arts
Datathon website served as an educational portal to explore curated datasets related to the arts
community from a variety of local and national sources. After the event, the website continues to serve
this informational purpose. It includes downloadable datasets, a list of dashboards, maps and databases
that visualize or make data interactive.
Datasets on the website were carefully chosen. Contextual information and metadata were provided to
help participants understand the context of each dataset and how to use them. Information such as
periodicity, geography, format, owner/author, and license were provided.
Examples of arts related data available on the site include Grantees of LA County’s Organizational Grants
Program, Bookstores in LA County and Free Concerts in LA County Public Sites compiled by the LA
County Arts Commission. Other datasets were collected from the City of LA’s Department of Cultural
Affairs (Community Art Centers, Theaters, and Historic Sites; and Organizational Grantees from the
City’s Cultural Grants Program), Los Angeles Unified School District (The Arts Equity Index), Western
States Arts Federation (WESTAF) (Creative Occupations in LA County), DataArts (Event Attendance for
Arts Nonprofits in the US) and Curate LA. Dashboards and interactive visualization tools are also listed,
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including the National Center for the Arts KIPI Dashboard and the California Arts Education Data Project
hosted by CreateCA. Many of the available data were sourced from the LA County Open Data Portal and
the City of LA’s Open Data Portal, which serve as data clearinghouses for a wide variety of County and
City departments.
All the information resources were compiled into interactive and downloadable tables hosted by
AirTable, a web-based data platform. These interactive tables also contained metadata useful for sorting
and categorizing the various datasets. The Data Tools page on the website outlined options for analyzing
datasets using a variety of methodologies including visualization and infographics, mapping, scripting,
and textual analysis.
Finally, a Github repository served as the “statement of record” for data used during the event. That
means it is a stable source for understanding the data as they were presented to participants, a
“snapshot in time” capturing data versions at the time of the event even as the datasets themselves will
have changed over time through their source locations on the web.

Participants Sylvia Aguinaga (left) and Susan Chun (right).

Datasets
After checking in, networking, and eating breakfast, participants were assigned to numbered tables.
These would be their working groups for the rest of the day. Before the group work began, the day
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kicked off with a series of welcome addresses from leaders in the arts ecology: Jonathan T. D. Neil
(Director, Sotheby’s Institute of Art at CGU), Danielle Brazell (General Manager, City of Los Angeles
Department of Cultural Affairs) and Laura Zucker (Executive Director, Los Angeles County Arts
Commission).
Bronwyn Mauldin, Arts Access Datathon co-organizer and Director of Research and Evaluation at the LA
County Arts Commission, introduced the format and structure of the day. Sunil Iyengar, Director of
Office of Research and Analysis at the National Endowment for the Arts, launched the Arts Access
Datathon with a keynote address.
Artist and performer Luke Kanter led groups through team building exercises that included movement
and story creation as ice-breakers. Kanter was the first of two artists who bookended the event, serving
as a reminder of the purpose of the Arts Access Datathon as well as to infuse the day with creative
energy.

Ruby Rios participates in Luke Kanter’s warm up exercise.

Participants were inspired to consider pre-existing datasets in their inquiries for later in the afternoon.
To help facilitate this, a group of data experts presented on the current work and opportunities for
engaging with data:
1. Michelle Higgins, Community Engagement Manager, DataArts [Slides]
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2. Matt Agustin, Research Coordinator, Arts Education, LA County Arts Commission, “Data About
Arts Education” [Slides]
3. Yvonne Lee, Datathon Co-Organizer and Registrar, LA County Arts Commission, “Public Art
Collections” [Slides]
4. Zannie Voss, Director, National Center for Arts Research [Dashboard]
5. Wendy Hsu, Datathon Co-Organizer and Digital Strategist for the City of LA Department of
Cultural Affairs, “Social Media as Arts Data” [Slides]
These experts were available throughout the day to assist the participant groups in utilizing datasets and
tools to develop their proposals.

Michael Manalo demonstrates features on Socrata’s Open Data platform.

Data Tools
It’s one thing to know your data, but what can you do with it? The next series of presentations
addressed accessible tools for creating visualizations and analyzing datasets. Starting with perhaps the
most common (and some argue most powerful tool), Susannah Laramee Kidd, Research Analyst and
Mellon/ACLS Public Fellow with the LA County Arts Commission presented on data visualization in Excel.
“A Guide to Spreadsheets for the Spreadsheet Phobic”, a zine created by Bronwyn Mauldin, was also
distributed, focusing on the core elements of spreadsheets and their power for working with data. The
approach was particularly suited for artists. The zine encouraged the reading and manipulation of
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spreadsheets like the creation of a story, expanding the concept of rows, columns, and cells into the raw
materials for compelling data analysis.
Mike Manalo presented on Socrata, the platform that both the City of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles
County governments use for their Open Data portals to publish datasets and provide in-browser
visualizing features that generate maps and charts based on user-defined parameters. Katja Krivoruchko
of Esri presented on the functions of ArcGIS online. These experts were also on-hand throughout the
day.

Katja Krivoruchko of Esri (right) assists Participant Reina Imagawa (left).

Data Projects: Creation
The eleven groups spent roughly three hours working together on their individual projects, pooling their
collective experience, expertise, interests, familiarity, and comfort with data along with their newly
acquired skills in the world of available datasets and tools presented in the morning. The groups’ final
products took one of many forms. Because of the limited time and varied skill sets working with data,
the groups were encouraged to present clear and insightful uses of pre-existing data or to propose new
projects based on critical engagement with the data.
Val Zavala of KCET television emcee’d the final group presentations. The judges panel represented a
variety of arts and data related expertise and was comprised of Sophie Fanelli (Stuart Foundation), Nina
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Kin (County of Los Angeles and Hack for LA), Mike Manalo (Socrata), Jill Moniz (independent curator and
educator), and Zannie Voss (National Center for Arts Research).

(Left to right) Susannah Laramee Kidd and Bronwyn Mauldin (standing) with judges Nina Kin, Jill Moniz, Michael Manalo, Sophie
Fanelli, and Zannie Voss.

To select the winners, the judges scored proposals using the following criteria:
●
●
●
●

Likelihood of improving access to the arts
Use of data
Feasibility
Creativity and innovation

The three winning groups represented diverse approaches and methods for engaging with data. Two of
the groups designed apps/services built on existing data, proposing new information pipelines useful for
locating arts services in Los Angeles. Another group analyzed multiple datasets in an effort to create a
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better model for understanding arts nonprofits in light of neighborhood change and proposed new
research strategies based on lessons learned during their group work. Visuals from the group
presentations are available to view online.

Image: Prototype of the “Book Line” application, among the winners of the Arts Access Datathon competition.

Data Projects: Presentations
Group 1: “It’s All About the Purple” (tied for 1st place)
Group 1 developed “Book Line,” a mobile application design proposal for mapping bookstores along
Metro lines. With the expansion of Metro through the passing of Measure M and the abundant but
perhaps not well-known supply of bookstores in Los Angeles, the app would help create hubs of
interaction and commerce around books. Beyond just connecting consumers and bookstores, “Book
Line” could also promote literary focused events and public interactions, including mini libraries in and
around Metro stations and public transportation hubs. The design relied on the Bookstores in LA County
dataset, Metro Transit Project Lines data hosted by the City of LA’s Geohub. The group built a visual
prototype of the app using Adobe XD. [View presentation]
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Image: The “Bazaart” app is based on this spatial analysis of local needs of schools for arts education.

Group 11: “Bazaart” (tied for 1st place)
Group 11 proposed “Bazaart,” an online platform connecting schools and teaching artists using data
related supply-and-demand for arts services. Bazaart can serve a “two-sided” market that helps schools
find organizations and individuals to teach art to their students. Group 11’s proposal utilized data on
Cultural Centers in the City of LA, Community Arts Partners serving LA County Public Schools 2012,
demographic data, and the Arts Equity Index from LA Unified School District. [View presentation]
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Image: Visualization by Group 7 exploring correlations between neighborhood change and nonprofit arts organizations.

Group 7: Nonprofits and neighborhood change
Do the available data prove the prevalent story of the relationship between artists and gentrification?
While the group did find positive correlations between arts grants and neighborhood change, the
correlation was not as strong as they expected. Moving forward, the group proposed investigating
outliers, i.e. neighborhoods that experienced significant change without arts and those with arts that
have not experienced similar change. With these additional analytics and modeling, the group proposed
that better and more responsible arts policy might be developed to bring arts resources to
neighborhoods while not contributing to displacement or other symptoms of gentrification. The group
utilized data from the Los Angeles Indices of Neighborhood Change, as well as arts nonprofit event
attendance data accessible from DataArts, Organizational Grantees of City of Los Angeles Cultural Grants
Program, and creative industry employment data from the Creative Vitality Suite. [View presentation]

Remaining eight group presentations
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While only three groups were selected as prize winners, all of the groups demonstrated critical
engagements with the data, achieving the goals of the Datathon in the short amount of time allowed.
Projects, proposals, and questions presented by the groups included:
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

An asset-based community development project focused on Monterey Park.
Proposal for future research based on a preliminary spatial analysis of arts resources across LA
County, addressing the needs for integrating lived experience of the arts in local communities
and doing multi-lingual analysis of informal conversations about the arts on social media.
Analysis of the barriers to entry for public art.
Analysis of arts participation based on the availability of art in specific geographic
regions/neighborhoods in LA County.
Investigation of access to arts outside of formal institutions by analyzing available data and
considering what is not currently being captured and categorized (example: DIY art
communities).
A study of how neighborhoods vulnerable to gentrification are using the arts to address
solutions.
A study of how early arts education impacts participation and leadership in the arts and
promotes overall diversity and cultural relevance of arts programming.
Analysis of two Los Angeles schools similar in demographics, one with limited access to arts
education and one that is an arts magnet school. They found the school with more arts
education graduated more students that were college ready, suggesting new policy and
programs to engage students early on and track/understand their future participation in the
arts.
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Sound artist Inouk Demers created a site- and event-specific installation utilizing some of the arts datasets participants engaged
with

Closing
As participants exited the Reef, they passed through sound artist Inouk Demer’s event-specific
installation. Demers sourced datasets used in the datathon to create map visualizations and electronic
music. In his own words: “Datasets were produced by researchers, arts agencies, educators, and
community advocates in order to improve access to the arts within LA County. The content of these
datasets (GPS coordinates, data on museums, ethnicity, gender, events) was extracted during the
performance and has a real-time effect on the 3D video map and the sonic parameters (distance, filter,
bit depth, etc.) of the ambient music itself.”
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Feedback
A survey was sent to all participants asking for feedback. Their comments were generally positive, while
also offering suggestions for improvement. Many comments reaffirmed that an educational perspective
geared towards data novices helped create an empowered community of practice. One participant
noted, “…learning about public datasets was something that I had no idea the public had access to. I
think promoting those datasets is important to maintain a free and informed society.”
The educational focus was appreciated by many: “The presentations held in the first half of the event
were very helpful in seeing the variety of projects creative professionals are developing through
different datasets.” Another attendee noted that the newfound familiarity with datasets would allow
them to “leverage existing data to be a better storyteller.”
Participants also offered suggestions for improvement. This Arts Access Datathon was organized around
the goal of improving access to the arts for everyone, and as such allowed for broad participation and
flexibility in the specific topics addressed by participants. Additional time for groups to flesh out their
proposals and a more focused or pre-defined problem to be tackled by the groups might be considered
for a future iteration.
In addition, organizing the event around pre-assigned small groups contributed to building diverse
project teams. One reviewer noted they “enjoyed meeting diverse members of the arts field.” Another
commented they “felt very inspired and full of ideas,” but would have liked “a chance to meet others
who were there, not just those at [their] table.”
This report and the toolkit that follows are presented as tools that may be useful for anyone interested
in holding a datathon as a way to improve both the knowledge and use of data within their fields.
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Appendix/Resources
1. Datathon Website
Datasets: http://artsdatathon.org/data/datasets/
Data Tools: http://artsdatathon.org/data/data-tools/
2. Github: https://github.com/dcadigital/Arts-Datathon
3. Photographs, courtesy of Alexia Lewis (www.krafted.la)
https://app.box.com/s/kscjzf29yphntrv7qrpmw4ix7piqnm90
4. If your organization is interested in hosting a datathon, please take a look at our own toolkit as well as
these other toolkits we referenced while planning our event:
● OuiShare Fest’s Open Source Toolkit for festival or conference organization:
https://www.gitbook.com/book/ouishare/ouishare-fest-toolkit/details
● The Signal (Library of Congress blog) post on co-hosting a datathon:
https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/2016/07/co-hosting-a-datathon-at-the-library-of-congress/
● Archives Unleashed, a website documenting a series of datathons including the event co-hosted
by the Library of Congress: http://archivesunleashed.com/
● “Reflections of a data hack judge” by Andrew Lewis:
https://lab.sciencemuseum.org.uk/reflections-of-a-data-hack-judge-555d1e3a2825

For questions about the Arts Access Datathon, visit the website at artsdatathon.org, or drop us a line:
Bronwyn Mauldin

Wendy Hsu, PhD
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LA County Arts Commission
bmauldin@arts.lacounty.gov

City of LA Dept. of Cultural Affairs
wendy.hsu@lacity.org
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